To
The Director
Ministry of Research Technologe, and Higher Education
Subject: Regarding reevaluation of AJPCR
Dear Dr.
I would like to say regarding the deep evaluation of AJPCR done by Ministry of research and Higher education.
We are very thankful for evaluation which will help in keeping the quality of the journal. It is a very old journal in
the field of Pharmaceutical, and clinical research started in 2007.AJPCR is Scopus indexed Journal from long
back. Point wise I will clear the issue which hasrisen in the evaluation are as follows:
1.

2.

Actually, in July, our out sourced editing team had changed, and the new one is working for us.
Whatever changes we have sent them, they could not effectively work on correction.We ask from the
authors and editing team for the correction many times to correct them. In future, we would focus on
zero error mistakes, and it is our promise that we will not make any editing mistakes.
The screen shots given by committee seem to be very old, and this has created the wrongimage. You
can revisit every tab on the website. It has a proper editorial team with address. To be in the Scopus,
we need to follow all norms and regulation of publication and which we have been following. We strictly
follow regulation of COPE to keep a high standard of publication. Since we are a follower of COPE we
cannot keep such errors, please revisit our website to reevaluate.

3. We are very old Scopus indexed journal, and we have updated new address. Please don’t say
dubious journal on the basis of address because we have shifted our old office to new office and
address has changed. It is peer reviewed open access journal. Editing and formatting are out
sourced to make minimum mistakes. We are asking many times from author to correct their
article.
We request you to revisit our website and consider for reevaluation so wrong image of AJPCR
can be removed.
Thanking you
With Regards
Dr. Anurekha Jain

